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Inspecting boilers at the London International Exhibition 1862 (150 years ago)
Street Lighting

A PEEP AT THE GAS LIGHTS IN PALL-MALL.

Pall Mall, London, 1807
Steam Power

Steam boiler with superheater 1900
Delivering fans to an Electricity Station, Manchester, about 1895
Electric Lighting

Edison & Swan catalogue 1882

Robertson's Lamp Factory, Newcastle, 1890s
Carrier prototype centrifugal water chiller, Newark, 1922
Plumbing

Victorian advertising board

American catalogue of 1888
Domestic Hot Water Service

Vaillant gas geyser 1910

Davis ‘Perfect’ gas geyser 1920s
Heating

"ESSE" Anthracite Stoves

"AIN'T IT WARM NEVER OUT. NEVER DIRTY"

When Summer breezes blow; remember Winter's icy blasts-

Weil-McLain Boilers

Scientific Combustion

Insure complete home comfort and cut your heating costs

with a Weil-McLain Boiler

Anthracite Stoves

American Boilers, probably 1930s